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In 1904, a group of Dutch fruit growers 

joined forces and established a cooperative. 

Their aim? To supply the highest quality fruit 

in the Netherlands by setting and meeting 

high standards for freshness, fl avour and 

continuous availability. Today, Fruitmasters 

is the Netherlands’ largest supplier of the 

highest quality fruit. We listen and respond 

to achieve the best possible results, together 

with you. 

Total, unique service and 
support 
Fruitmasters offers a total service. It receives, 

grades, cools, packs (in specially designed 

packaging), and distributes fresh fruit from 

its members at home and abroad. To do so, 

it operates its own grading lines, cold stores, 

packaging lines and distribution networks, 

guaranteeing that your customers purchase 

the freshest possible high-quality fruit. By 

doing so, Fruitmasters develops trustworthy 

and creative long-term partnerships. 

We closely monitor the market and see 

increasingly stringent requirements being 

placed on food safety and the sources of 

fruit. Having witnessed a growing demand 

for variation and differentiation, our response 

is to offer a wide range of apples, pears, 

soft fruit and cherries of different classes, 

varieties and sizes. We also introduce 

innovative packaging materials and develop 

new concept varieties. 

achieving the best, together!
Fresh fruit… What your customers demand… What we supply

Together we are strong 

Cooperation is the key to effectively serving 

the market. We are committed to the quality 

of our products, always and everywhere. This 

commitment does not end at your doorstep, 

but continues right up to the moment of 

consumption.

Fresh fruit… 
What your customers demand… 
What we supply 
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is to offer a wide range of apples, pears, 

soft fruit and cherries of different classes, 

varieties and sizes. We also introduce 

innovative packaging materials and develop 

new concept varieties. 
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InternatIonal 
approaCh 
Fruitmasters seeks to guarantee a year-

round supply of the best fruit. To do so, 

Fruitmasters also has the ability to supply 

fruit from the southern hemisphere, fresh 

from the producer. We are proud to cooperate 

with strong partners in Chile, Argentina, 

South Africa and New Zealand to enable 

your customers to enjoy top fruit, grapes and 

citrus fruit throughout the year. 

In addition, Fruitmasters cooperates with 

partners in neighbouring countries: together 

with Veiling Haspengouw in Belgium and 

Württembergische Obstgenossenschaft 

in Germany, we make up the European 

Fruit Cooperation (EFC). We combine our 

knowledge and experience to acquire and 

develop new fruit varieties as powerful 

marketing concepts. As shown by the Kanzi® 

apple. 

SourCe

Dutch fruit, Dutch pride! 
Europe’s best agricultural land is found 

in the Netherlands, a country of ancient 

streams and clay soils. Consequently for 

many centuries, the Netherlands has been 

known as the country that cultivates the 

highest quality fruit. In 1904, this led a group 

of fruit growers to join forces and establish 

the organisation now known as Fruitmasters. 

They knew that the only way to guarantee 

fruit of the very highest quality and optimum 

freshness was to cherish its source. So they 

decided to celebrate its origin: it is the source 

that guarantees the best quality!

 

Fruitmasters is committed to growing the 

purest, freshest, and most delicious fruit 

imaginable. It owes these qualities to the 

growers: their love and dedication, expertise 

and experience ensure an optimum product, 

enhanced by the growers’ personal touch. 

Day after day, our growers can be found in 

their orchards, continuously checking the 

quality, colour and ripeness of their produce. 

This is our guarantee to you: fresh fruit direct 

from the source. 

Fresh fruit
direct from
the source
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traCeabIlIty 

Complete registration 

An important link in guaranteeing quality 

and safety is traceability. In our Growers 

Registration System (GRS), we record 

the availability, quality, food safety and 

traceability. In addition to recording and 

screening farm data, including the use of 

crop protection products, our system also 

offers real-time information about the harvest 

and the cooling process. This enables us 

to monitor the fruit’s availability and quality 

to meet the requirements placed on your 

products. 

By registering, measuring and inspecting 

all aspects from beginning to end, we can 

guarantee our deliveries for one hundred 

percent. You receive precisely the products 

you demand, products that can be traced to 

their source, that are absolutely safe and that 

have the desired quality. 

CertIfICatIon 

GLOBALG.A.P., QS, BRC, IFS 

Fruitmasters supplies its fruit compliant 

with all the relevant Dutch and global food 

safety requirements. We also meet additional 

requirements of the food sector and the 

specifications of our clients, including Tesco 

Nurture. Fruitmasters and its growers are 

GLOBALG.A.P. certified, Fruitmasters is 

certified according to the German QSsystem 

(Qualität und Sicherheit). We are also BRC 

and IFS certified at the highest levels.

food Safety

Taking responsibility 
The key to building good business relations 

is to offer consistent quality and reliability. 

You expect to get exactly what you ask for - in 

terms of quantities, quality and the time and 

manner of delivery. But above all, our products 

must meet exacting requirements: your 

requirements, the consumers’ requirements 

and governmental requirements. You must 

have one hundred percent confidence in the 

produce, which must always be fully traceable 

and absolutely food safe.

We ensure that our fruit meets the highest 

standards. Why? Because we have a 

reputation to uphold! A reputation Fruitmasters 

has acquired over the past hundred plus years. 

This raises expectations. Our fruit must be 

safe, traceable, fresh and tasty. Fruitmasters 

guarantees that you can always rely on the 

fruit we deliver, and that we can demonstrate 

this at every stage of the process.
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reliability
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SuStaInabIlIty 

Concern for our natural 
environment 

We are all committed to taking a responsible 

approach to our ecological footprint. We must 

consider how we can protect the environment, 

and how we can handle our business and 

products in a sustainable way. Fruitmasters 

has a department dedicated to these matters. 

Sustainability is truly in our genes: a growers’ 

cooperative by its very nature handles the 

natural world with concern and care. We do 

all we can to excel in this in any way we can. 

For instance, recently we installed a water 

treatment plant in the grading line that reduces 

our water consumption by 85% and makes our 

fruit even cleaner and even more attractive. Our 

aim is to express what is in our heart and soul: 

love of the land and concern for a sustainable 

use of our planet! 

reSearCh & 
development 

Challenging the status quo
Innovation and improvement take time, 

expertise and attention. Fruitmasters continues 

to take the lead in technological and marketing 

developments. That is why we continually carry 

out research. We investigate and create new 

varieties and continuously improve our range of 

fruit. We search for ways to improve cultivation 

and storage techniques, so that we can market 

tasty fruit with a good shelf life. 

Research and innovation are not only matters of 

technology: sometimes it is simply a matter of 

listening to Mother Nature. 
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We continually 
improve our 
range of fruit

More attractive 
and cleaner 
fruit using 
85% less water 
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Cold ChaIn & 
logIStICS 

Focus on freshness 

The cold chain is important in guaranteeing the 

fruit’s freshness right up to the end user. To 

retain the fruit’s freshness, we keep the apples, 

pears, blueberries and red currants in our own 

cold storage facility, under the latest cooling 

regimes, including low oxygen. This allows us 

to obtain the desired quality standards and 

deliver fresh products throughout the year. Our 

speed cooler cools the fruit within two hours. 

This enables us to provide you with fresh fruit 

on a daily basis. Equally important is a closed 

cold chain. This goes for apples and pears but 

also for soft fruit and cherries. Maintaining a 

closed cold chain is a matter of discipline, and 

is a prerequisite to offering fruit of the very best 

quality. Efficient cross-decking ensures perfect 

coordination of our processes. 

everythIng under 
Control 

Chain efficiency and 
effectiveness 
Fruitmasters operates efficiently and effectively, 

and you benefit! From the time of harvest until 

the fruit leaves our premises, we manage the 

entire process of grading, cooling and packing. 

This enables us to manage chain costs and 

control the complete process chain. Which, in 

turn, enables you to benefit from an optimal 

market position in fruit. 

SortIng & paCkIng 

From broad to deep 

At our grading and packing facility, everything 

is about quality, efficiency, flexibility and speed. 

We grade each type of fruit in its own way and 

pack it in its standard Fruitmasters packaging. 

We can also meet specific buyer’s packaging 

requirements, whether for transport by lorry, 

ship container or airplane. We not only grade 

and pack apples and pears, but also soft fruit 

and cherries, ensuring that the packed end 

product is extremely homogeneous. 
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Fruitmasters 
operates 
efficiently and 
effectively  
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beIng our CuStomer 

The key question is: what are you looking for? 

Fruitmasters can give the right response to 

that question any day, whether you are active 

in retail, catering or the wholesale industry. 

For all of these sectors, we have the right 

products and the right types of packaging, 

including marketing concepts and promotional 

material. Our goal is to minimise your worries: 

we will show that you can trust us to supply 

you with the best fruit available according to 

your demands. We will deliver this either in a 

genuine Fruitmasters package or in a tailor-made 

package. This lets you focus on serving your 

market and your customers in the best way 

possible. 

Always looking for something 
new 
It is essential for you to stand out from the 

crowd. You want to be able to outperform your 

competitors all year round, in terms of quality 

and with a product range that is different, 

that grabs your customers’ attention and 

tempts them to try something new. You want 

to surprise your customers with innovative 

products, offer them variation and enhance their 

palates and culinary experiences with different 

fruit varieties. To do that, you need a range 

that will draw customers into your shop and 

encourage them to come back over and over 

again.

That is why Fruitmasters continually analyses 

customers’ wishes, so that it can tailor its 

product range accordingly.
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Distinguish 
yourself in 
your market
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Retail outlets
To optimally serve the consumer, we tailor the product range to your distribution 

channels. This allows us, for instance, to create a reduced product range for the 

smaller inner-city shops and provide full service concepts to hypermarkets.

launching new products
Fruitmasters focuses on developing new varieties that suit the modern 

consumer. Examples are Kanzi® and the development of the new pear. We 

also like to introduce new product-market combinations that can offer you 

commercial added value.

custom made
As every market is unique, we employ a customised approach to create suitable 

product packaging. By considering the desired grading, weights, numbers and 

types of packs, we strive to make you an inspiring offer that matches your market.

Respond to your customer
By always employing the most up-to-date consumer knowledge, we tune the product range 

to the individual customer’s wishes. This results in valuable customer loyalty programmes 

and allows us to work with special offers to engage and captivate your customer.

Foodtainer

Cartons

Fruitbag

category management
Expanding the fruit category, that is what it is all about. To realise this, we work in a struc-

tured way to improve the product range by creating a healthy mix of the basic range, 

private label and branded products that contributes to the profi tability of the category.

Fruit experience
Ensure consumers become enthusiastic about the 

versatility of fruit to promote purchasing behaviour at 

the point of purchase. We arrange this by, among other 

things, developing campaigns that focus on consumer 

impulse purchases or cross-selling initiatives.
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Fruit experienceFruit experience
Ensure consumers become enthusiastic about the Ensure consumers become enthusiastic about the 

versatility of fruit to promote purchasing behaviour at versatility of fruit to promote purchasing behaviour at 

the point of purchase. We arrange this by, among other the point of purchase. We arrange this by, among other 

things, developing campaigns that focus on consumer things, developing campaigns that focus on consumer 

impulse purchases or cross-selling initiatives.impulse purchases or cross-selling initiatives.

Tastings

We would like to assist you in designing your shop shelf layout.Price + quality + supply/availability = more volume per customer

Children are the (consumers of the) future. Therefore, we think it 

is important for children to know that fruit is healthy and tasty. 

This refl ects our responsible attitude to ensuring sustainability.Berry mixBlueberry shaker

Red Currants
Be inspired

Winter
edition

Kids Fruit Box
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a Complete produCt 
range

You want to be able to offer your customers 

a comprehensive choice of fruit at all times. 

Therefore, it is important for us to offer you 

a complete product range. What you want is 

plenty of choice in varieties and qualities all year- 

round, but also surprising innovative products. 

Fruitmasters is constantly improving its existing 

varieties of fruit. In our quality selection of top 

and soft fruit, we innovate by introducing new 

fruits to match consumers’ taste preferences. 

This gives us the flexibility and global capacity 

to meet any demand at any time. Our focus is 

on Dutch fruit, but we can offer you a year-round 

supply of what you want: the very best fruit, all 

the time! 

For our total range of top fruit packaging, 

see page 42.
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We have the flexibility and 
global capacity to meet any 
demand at any time
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a neW  treaSure

Fruitmasters is currently in the process of developing an interesting new pear variety, obtained by crossing Conference and Doyenné d’Hiver pears. It 

has a smooth, green skin, a good shelf life and a uniform shape. Its fl esh is juicy and sweet, which is why it performs so well in tasting tests. We can’t 

wait to introduce this new concept to you. But its name… is still a secret!
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www.kanziapple.comwww.kanziapple.com

pure SeduCtIon

Kanzi®. The bright red apple with a characteristic fresh sweet 

fl avour is grown in specially selected orchards throughout the 

Netherlands and Europe. Its fl avour reveals its heritage the 

juicy Gala and freshly-sweet Braeburn. The care and attention 

lavished on Kanzi® apples from the fi rst blossoms through 

to the harvest make this a very special and unique apple. 

A refi ned fl avour and shiny, bright red skin. A fi rm bite with 

tinglingly fresh, juicy fl esh. Kanzi® is a natural born seducer - 

you just have to look and taste. One bite and you’re hooked. 

What makes Kanzi® so unique? 

• Excellent productivity 

• Uniform and fi rm fruit 

• Attractive shape and size 

• Excellent aroma 

• Very good shelf life  
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Junami®

appearance: beautifully round 

shape and eye-catching red colour

Pulp: crunchy and juicy

taste: fresh, fruity and tangy taste

tip: a real thirst quencher with an 

invigorating aftertaste

rubens®

appearance: conical shape, 

striped red over yellow

Pulp: light and crunchy

taste: tangy, sweet with a hint of 

melon in the fl avour

tip: excellent apple for eating fresh

Wellant®

appearance: classic blush, rustic 

appearance and large size

Pulp: fi rm, crackling and juicy

taste: intense fl avour and 

fruity aroma

tip: a truly exceptional apple for 

real ‘connoisseurs’

red prince®

appearance: regular round shape, 

dark red colour

Pulp: fi rm fl esh, crunchy and very juicy 

taste: fresh sweet-sour taste

tip: excellent for eating fresh

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
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kanzi®

appearance: attractive shape and size, 

bright red apple

Pulp: a fi rm bite with tinglingly 

fresh, juicy fl esh

taste: excellent aroma

tip: use Kanzi® in salads, desserts 

and cocktails

greenstar®

appearance: uniform light green, 

regular shaped

Pulp: juicy and crunchy 

taste: full aroma

tip: no oxidation; the fl esh does 

not discolour after cutting, high 

vitamin C content

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
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braeburn

appearance: large-sized fruit, 

yellow with a red fl ush

Pulp: fi rm fl esh 

taste: slightly sweet fl avour

tip: very good for salads

and pie

granny Smith

appearance: bright green apple that 

ripens to yellow

Pulp: crisp fl esh 

taste: refreshing, sharp fl avour  

tip: very good for eating fresh, 

cooking and excellent in salads

royal gala

appearance: medium-sized fruit, 

conical, light yellow with

a burgundy fl ush

Pulp: juicy, fi rm, crisp fl esh 

taste: refreshing sweet fl avour 

tip: excellent in salads and 

desserts 

fuji

appearance: colour varies from pink 

to russet stripes

Pulp: crisp and juicy 

taste: sweet fl avour 

tip: very good for eating fresh

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
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Jonagold

appearance: large-sized fruit 

striped red over bright yellow

Pulp: fi rm, crackling, juicy and 

slightly tart fl esh. 

taste: full fl avour, fresh 

sweet-sour taste

tip: fi nest dessert and eating 

quality. Good cooking properties

elstar

appearance: average-sized, 

regular shape fruit with light red stripe 

over yellow

Pulp: fi rm and crisp

taste: juicy, full sweet-sour fl avour

tip: very good for eating fresh

and for cooking

red boskoop

appearance: large-sized fruit, 

green colour covered with red 

Pulp:  fi rm and crunchy

taste: fresh and sour taste

tip: perfectly fi t for cooking 

or baking

golden delicious

appearance: medium-sized 

green / yellow fruit

Pulp: fi rm fl esh, crispy and juicy

taste: fl avourful, mild sweet

tip: excellent in fruit salads mixed 

with grapes and strawberries

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
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beurre 
alexandre 
lucas

appearance: uniform shape, 

natural light green

Pulp: juicy fl esh

taste: sweet taste

tip: excellent pear for eating fresh

Conference

appearance: elongated, uniform shape

Pulp: very juicy and soft fl esh

taste: deliciously sweet fl avour

tip: excellent pear for eating fresh

doyenné 
du Comice

appearance: short irregular shape

Pulp: very juicy

taste: blissful aroma and sweet taste

tip: perfect pear for desserts and cooking

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability

JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
JAN MAY SEPMAR JUL NOVFEB JUN OCTAPR AUG DEC

availability
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ConferenCe

Grown for fl avour 

Conference pears are tasty and easy to eat. Their long necks and characteristic speckled light green 

colour make them easy to recognise. Conference pears take a while to ripen; although the trees 

bloom in April, the fi rst pears cannot be harvested until September. Their sweet soft texture and 

characteristic light green colour are a product of the mild Dutch maritime climate. 

A perfectly delicious pear 
Conference pears are available all year round and can be eaten uncooked, as a delicious dessert 

or tasty snack. Originally from Great Britain, this pear variety has been cultivated for more than a 

century: perfect proof that this is indeed a perfectly delicious pear. What makes this pear unique is 

that the consumer can choose when to eat it: when it has a crispy bite or when it is soft and sweet. 

Its juicy fl esh is always full of fl avour.

•   Conference pears are juicy, making them full of fl avour. 

•   The pear can be eaten when it is crisp or when it has ripened some more: that is up to 

     the consumer. Once it’s in a fruit bowl, the consumer can decide whether he wants a 

     pear with a crispy bite or one that is tender and juicy. 

•   Conference pears are cultivated for maximum fl avour and do not need to be peeled, 

     because their skin contains lots of healthy fi bres. 
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the beSt In Soft fruIt 

To make a real difference in your market and 

to create an image of quality and diversity, it 

is essential that you supply the whole range 

of both top and soft fruits. In this respect, 

Fruitmasters can be a real asset because we 

can provide you with the best soft fruits the 

Dutch countryside can offer. We are proficient 

and innovative in our approach to soft fruits 

like berries and cherries. As well as aiming to 

supply you the widest possible range of top 

quality Dutch fruits throughout the year, we also 

search for new ways for you to approach your 

customers. With an eye to both the demands of 

consumers and retailers, we develop concepts 

that create opportunities for you to make your 

mark within your own market. Together we can 

make the difference. 

so
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We develop concepts that 
create opportunities for 
you to make your mark 
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blueberries 
(Aurora, Blue Crop, Brigitta Blue, Chandler, Elliott & Liberty)

appearance: plump and fi rm with a dark blue colour and 

waxy, silvery bloom

Pulp: fi rm and tasty fl esh

taste: very sweet and aromatic when ripe

tip: excellent for eating fresh or to make 

into jam or fruit juiceblackberries 
(Loch Ness)

appearance: plump and fresh, black/purple colour

Pulp: juicy and tasty fl esh

taste: very sweet when ripe

tip: very suitable for juice and soft drinks

raspberries
(Kwanza & Tulameen)

appearance: raspberries can be round, oval or cone shaped

Pulp: juicy and smooth fl esh

taste: very sweet

tip: use raspberries in salads, desserts and cocktails
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red Currants
(Rovada & Junifer)

appearance: small round shape, bright red colour

Pulp: fi rm and tasty fl esh

taste: sour and very aromatic

tip: use red currants in salads, desserts or to beautifully 

decorate your plate

Strawberries
(Elsanta, Sonata & Clery)

appearance: conical shape with a shiny red colour

Pulp: fi rm and juicy fl esh

taste: good fl avour and very strong strawberry aroma

tip: use strawberries in salads and desserts or eat them fresh

Cherries
(Regina & Kordia)

appearance: round to heart-shaped with a dark 

red colour and a nice smooth surface and shine

Pulp: fi rm and juicy fl esh

taste: very sweet and aromatic when ripe

tip: excellent for eating fresh or for use in salads and 

desserts

decorate your plate
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Grower’s Best

The very best fruit proudly bears its own 

name: Prestige! Under our Top Prestige label, 

we offer the highest quality soft fruit. The 

Prestige brand stands for top quality, and is 

known all over the world as the very best 

Dutch soft fruit and cherries. It has developed 

into a veritable gourmet label with an 

excellent reputation among hotels, high-class 

restaurants, upmarket wholesalers 

and retailers.

so
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gooseberries (150 gram)

Cherries (250 gram & 3,5 kilo)

Strawberries (500 gram)

Strawberries (500 gram)

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 250 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 1 box 

Weight: 3,5 kilo 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 144

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 136

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 136

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 1 box 

Weight: 3,5 kilo 

Boxes per pallet: 240

35

Cherries (250 gram & 3,5 kilo)

gooseberries (150 gram)

Cherries (250 gram & 3,5 kilo)

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet:

units:

Weight:

gooseberries (150 gram)

Cherries (250 gram & 3,5 kilo)

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units:

Weight:

Cherries (250 gram & 3,5 kilo)

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 250 gram 

Strawberries (500 gram)

 144

 136

Strawberries (500 gram)

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet:

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet:

Strawberries (500 gram)

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 144

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet: 136

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 136

Boxes per pallet: 136Boxes per pallet: 136

Strawberries (500 gram)Strawberries (500 gram)

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet:

Strawberries (500 gram)

units:

Weight:

Boxes per pallet:

Strawberries (500 gram)Strawberries (500 gram)

units: 8 punnets 

Weight: 500 gram 

Boxes per pallet:
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blueberries (150 gram)

preStIge label paCkagIng

red Currants (150 gram)

raspberries (150 gram)

blackberries (150 gram)

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 240

Weight:Weight:Weight:

Boxes per pallet:Boxes per pallet: 240 240

blueberries (150 gram)blueberries (150 gram)

units:units: 12 punnets 

Weight:Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet:Boxes per pallet: 240

raspberries (150 gram)raspberries (150 gram)raspberries (150 gram)

units:units: 12 punnets 

Weight:Weight: 150 gram 

Boxes per pallet:Boxes per pallet: 240 240

blackberries (150 gram)blackberries (150 gram)blackberries (150 gram)blackberries (150 gram)blackberries (150 gram)

units:units:units: 12 punnets 

Weight:Weight:Weight: 150 gram 

34

Boxes per pallet:Boxes per pallet: 240

red Currants (150 gram)red Currants (150 gram)red Currants (150 gram)

units:units:units: 12 punnets 

Weight:Weight:Weight: 150 gram 
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and of course we must also draw your attention to … Bob’s. We 
present Bob’s as grower Bob’s personal selection from the overall 
range of soft fruit. With our Bob’s we take you on a tour of the ex-
citing, appealing and versatile world of soft fruit – from deliciously 
sweet strawberries to refreshing red currants: Bob’s has it all! We 
have developed this soft fruit concept especially for retailers. one 
of the great strengths of our Bob’s concept is the practical, eye-
catching packaging, making this range of soft fruit stand out in 
shops and entice consumers to buy it. 

so
Ft FRu

it - Bo
B’s
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red Currants (125 gram)

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 125 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 280

Meet Bob
Bob knows all about every type of fruit. he thinks it’s a pity so many people know so little about fruit, about the good it can do for you besides tasting great! 

A no-nonsense guy 
Bob believes “no challenge is too big to overcome, as long as you set your mind to it”. He is passionate about his farm and is eager to discover the best that nature has to offer. In the end, all he wants to do is share this wonderful world with you. Bob isn’t interested in what cannot be done, but in what he can achieve with his berries. He just follows his heart and doesn’t give up when things get tough. He’s a man who wants the best for his family and friends. 

A modern grower 
Bob’s family has been growing berries for almost 100 years. They know all there is to know about berries. Bob has inherited their passion for ber-ries. He thinks it’s a pity that so many people know so little about berries, their wonderful properties and what they can do for you besides tasting good. Eating berries is 

fun and fits in a healthy lifestyle. Someone who wants to make a difference with food, fruit and especially berries. Everyone can make a change with food! It’s what binds us – eating with your family, friends and colleagues. That’s why Bob travels all over the world to let you taste the different berries that are available during the seasons. A delicious product from mother earth, grown from the soil to become a product with personality that can be shared and enjoyed with whoever you like. 

Strawberries (250 gram)

BOB’S LABEL PACKAGING

blueberries (125 gram)

blackberries (125 gram)

raspberries (125 gram)

units: 6 punnets 

Weight: 250 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 280

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 125 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 280

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 125 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 220

units: 12 punnets 

Weight: 125 gram 

Boxes per pallet: 220
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red Currants blueberries

Cherries blackberries

Strawberries raspberries

product calendar

Cherries
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

64-69 121 g 4.27 oz 18 40 150
66-71 134 g 4.73 oz 18 40 135
67-72 144 g 5.08 oz 18 40 126
70-75 162 g 5.71 oz 18 40 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 40 100
76-81 201 g 7.09 oz 18 40 90
79-84 226 g 7.97 oz 18 40 80
84-89 259 g 9.14 oz 18 40 70

tray pack - Bushel kanzi®

50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 4 8.8
73-78 4.75 10.5
78-80 4.75 10.5
80-85 5 11
85-90 5 11

kanzi® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

65-70 6.5 14.3
70-73 6.5 14.3
73-78 7 15.4
78-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 8 17.6
90-95 8 17.6

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight

in lbs

65-70 12.5 27.6
70-73 13 28.7
73-78 14 30.9
78-80 14 30.9
80-85 14 30.9
85-90 15 33.1

kanzi® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

kanzi® (1,5kg) 
Special giftbox

kanzi® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

kanzi® 6 
6 piece foodtainer

kanzi® 8 
8 piece foodtainer

kanzi® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

For more information about this special type of 

packaging contact your sales representative
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kanzi® Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel greenstar®

50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4.5 9.9
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.5 9.9

greenstar® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

greenstar® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

greenstar® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 7 15.4
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7.5 16.5
85-90 7.5 16.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 13 28.7
75-80 14 30.9
80-85 14.5 32
85-90 15 33.1
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greenstar® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

greenstar® 6 
6 piece foodtainer
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-73 157 g 5.54 oz 17.5 38,6 112
73-78 176 g 6.21 oz 17.5 38,6 100
78-80 195 g 6.88 oz 17.5 38,6 90
80-85 219 g 7.72 oz 17.5 38,6 80

tray pack - Bushel junami® 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 4.25 9.4
73-78 4.25 9.4
78-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.25 9.4

junami® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

junami® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

junami® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 6.5 14.3
73-78 6.5 14.3
78-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 13 28.7
73-78 13 28.7
78-80 13.5 29.8
80-85 13.5 29.8
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junami® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

junami® 6 
6 piece foodtainer

junami® Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-73 161 g 5,68 oz 18 39,7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39,7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39,7 90
80-85 226 g 7,97 oz 18 39,7 80

tray pack - Bushel Rubens® 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 4.25 9.4
73-78 4.25 9.4
78-80 4.5 9.9
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.5 9.9

Rubens® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 6.5 14.3
73-78 7 15.4
78-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight

in lbs

70-73 13 28.7
73-78 14 30.9
78-80 14 30.9
80-85 14 30.9

Rubens® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Rubens® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm
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Rubens® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Rubens® 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Rubens® Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39,7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39,7 100
77-81 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39,7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel Wellant®

50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.5 9.9

Wellant® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Wellant® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Wellant® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 7.5 16.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 13 28.7
80-85 14 30.9
85-90 14.5 32
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Wellant® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Wellant® 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Wellant® Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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tray pack - Bushel Red prince®

50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameer

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.75 10.5

Red prince® (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

65-67 121 g 4.27 oz 18 40 150
67-70 134 g 4.73 oz 18 40 135
70-73 144 g 5.08 oz 18 40 126
73-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 40 112
75-80 181 g 6.38 oz 18 40 100
75-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 40 90
80-85 227 g 8.01 oz 18 40 80
80-85 258 g 9.10 oz 18 40 70

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Crates height per layer

72 total 9 stacks 8 crates

Red prince® (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Red prince® 
Fruitmasters Crate

Red prince® (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

65-70 13 28.7
70-75 13.5 29.8
75-80 14 30.9
80-85 14 30.9
85-90 15 33.1

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 12 26.5
80-85 12 26.5
85-90 12 26.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

65-70 6.5 14.3
70-75 6.75 14.9
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 7.5 16.5
90-95 7.5 16.5
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Red prince® 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Red prince® 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Red prince® Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

65-70 121 g 4.27 oz 18 40 150
67-72 134 g 4.73 oz 18 40 135
68-73 144 g 5.08 oz 18 40 126
71-76 162 g 5.71 oz 18 40 112
74-79 181 g 6.38 oz 18 40 100
77-82 201 g 7.09  oz 18 40 90
81-86 226 g 7.97 oz 18 40 80
85-90 259 g 9.14 oz 18 40 70

tray pack - Bushel jonagold 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.75 10.5

jonagold (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Crates height per layer

72 total 9 stacks 8 crates

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

65-70 6.5 14.3
70-75 6.75 14.9
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 7.5 16.5
90-95 7.5 16.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 12 26.5
80-85 12 26.5
85-90 12 26.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight

in lbs

65-70 13 28.7
70-75 13.5 29.8
75-80 14 30.9
80-85 14 30.9
85-90 14 30.9

jonagold (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

jonagold 
Fruitmasters Crate

jonagold (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm
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jonagold 4 
4 piece foodtainer

jonagold 6 
6 piece foodtainer

jonagold Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-73 140 g 4.94 oz 17.5  38.6 126
73-75 157 g 5.54 oz 17.5 38.6 112
75-78 176 g 6.21 oz 17.5 38.6 100
77-81 195 g 6.88 oz 17.5 38.6 90
80-85 219 g 7.72 oz 17.5 38.6 80

tray pack - Bushel elstar 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 3.75 8.3
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.25 9.4

elstar (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Crates height per layer

72 total 9 stacks 8 crates

elstar (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

elstar 
Fruitmasters Crate

elstar (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 12 26.5
80-85 12 26.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 13 28.7
75-80 13 28.7
80-85 13.5 29.8
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elstar 4 
4 piece foodtainer

elstar 6 
6 piece foodtainer

elstar Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 157 g 5.54 oz 17.5 38.6 112
73-78 176 g 6.21 oz 17.5 38.6 100
78-80 195 g 6.88 oz 17.5 38.6 90
80-85 219 g 7.72 oz 17.5 38.6 80

tray pack - Bushel Red Boskoop 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4 8.8
80-85 4.25 9.4

Red Boskoop (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Crates height per layer

72 total 9 stacks 8 crates

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 12 26.5
80-85 12 26,5

Red Boskoop (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Red Boskoop 
Fruitmasters Crate

Red Boskoop (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 6.5 14.3
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 13 28.7
80-85 14 30.9
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sRed Boskoop 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Red Boskoop 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Red Boskoop Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel golden delicious 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4 8.8
80-85 4 8.8

golden delicious (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Crates height per layer

72 total 9 stacks 8 crates

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 12 26.5
75-80 12 26.5
80-85 12 26.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight

in lbs

70-75 13 28.7
75-80 13 28.7

80-85 14 30.9

golden delicious (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

golden delicious  
Fruitmasters Crate

golden delicious (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

g
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golden delicious 4 
4 piece foodtainer

golden delicious 6 
6 piece foodtainer

golden delicious Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel Braeburn 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4.25 9.4
75-80 4.5 9.9
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 5 11

Braeburn (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Braeburn (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Braeburn (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 7 15.4
75-80 7.5 16.5
80-85 7.5 16.5
85-90 8 17.6

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 14 30.9
75-80 15 33.1
80-85 15 33.1
85-90 16 35.3
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Breaburn 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Breaburn 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Breaburn Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-73 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel granny smith 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 4 8.8
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.5 9.9

granny smith (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

granny smith (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

granny smith (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-73 13 28.7
75-80 13.5 29.8
80-85 13.5 29.8
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granny smith 4 
4 piece foodtainer

granny smith 6 
6 piece foodtainer

granny smith Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel Royal gala 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4 8.8
75-80 4.25 9.4
80-85 4.25 9.4

Royal gala (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160  total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Royal gala (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Royal gala (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 13 28.7
75-80 13 28.7
80-85 13.5 29.8

Ro
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Royal gala 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Royal gala 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Royal gala Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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approximate 

diameter

average weight per 

apple in grams

average weight per 

apple in ounces

Case weight 

in kg

Case weight 

in lbs

Count per 

carton / size

70-75 161 g 5.68 oz 18 39.7 112
73-78 181 g 6.38 oz 18 39.7 100
78-80 201 g 7.09 oz 18 39.7 90
80-85 226 g 7.97 oz 18 39.7 80

tray pack - Bushel Fuji 
50.4 x 33.2 x 27.9 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 4.25 9.4
75-80 4.5 9.9
80-85 4.5 9.9
85-90 4.5 9.9

Fuji (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

56 total 8 stacks 7 cartons

standard pallet structure

Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Fuji (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Fuji (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 6.5 14.3
75-80 7 15.4
80-85 7 15.4
85-90 7.5 16.5

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

70-75 13 28.7
75-80 13 28.7
80-85 14 30.9
85-90 14.5 32

Fu
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Fuji 4 
4 piece foodtainer

Fuji 6 
6 piece foodtainer

Fuji Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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standard pallet structure
units per 

carton
Cartons height layers

12 60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

standard pallet structure

standard pallet structure
standard pallet structure

Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons

Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Cartons height per layer

70 total 14 stacks 5 cartons

conference (1 layer)  
60 x 40 x 11 cm

conference (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

special edition produce of holland 
Conference (2 layer) 60 x 40 x 16 cm

conference 
Fruitmasters Crate

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

55-60 6 13.2 42
60-65 6.5 14.3 38
65-70 7 15.4 32
65-70 7.5 16.5 34
70-75 7 15.4 26
70-75 7.5 16.5 28
75-80 7 15.4 22
75-80 7.5 16.5 24

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

60-65 13.8 30.4 80
65-70 14 30.9 64
70-75 14.9 32.8 56
70-75 14 30.9 52
75-80 14.4 31.7 44

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

60-65 13.8 30.4 80
65-70 14 30.9 64
70-75 14.9 32.8 56
70-75 14 30.9 52

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

60-65 12 26.5 70
65-70 12 26.5 55
70-75 12 26.5 48
75-80 12 26.5 39

standard pallet structure
Crates height layers

88 total 11 stacks 8 crates

co
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approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

60-65 4 8.8 24
65-70 4.25 9.4 20
70-75 4.5 9.9 18
75-80 5 11 16

conference (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

For more information about this 

special type of packaging contact 

your sales representative

- Conference -

conference 1kg 
Ecopunnet options

conference 1kg 
Flowwrap options

conference bag 

1.5 kg fruitbag

conference 4 

4 piece foodtainer
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Beu
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sstandard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

Beurre alexandre lucas (1 layer)  
60 x 40 x 11 cm

Beurre alexandre lucas (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight in kg

approximate

case weight in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 7.5 16.5 38
70-75 7 15.4 31
75-80 8 17.6 27
80-85 8 17.6 25

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight in kg

approximate

case weight in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 14 30.9 76
70-75 14 30.9 61
75-80 14 30.9 52
80-85 14 30.9 45

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 5 11 24
70-75 5 11 22
75-80 5.5 12.1 20
80-85 6 13.2 18

Beurre alexandre lucas (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure
Crates height per layer

88 total 11 stacks 8 crates

Beurre alexandre lucas 
Fruitmasters Crate

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 12 26.5 66
70-75 12 26.5 54
75-80 12 26.5 44
80-85 12 26.5 37

Beurre alexandre lucas 4 
4 piece foodtainer
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standard pallet structure standard pallet structure
Cartons height per layer

100 total 20 stacks 5 cartons
Cartons height per layer

60 total 12 stacks 5 cartons

doyenné du comice (1 layer) 
60 x 40 x 11 cm

doyenné du comice (2 layer) 
60 x 40 x 18 cm

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight in kg

approximate

case weight in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 7 15.4 42
70-75 7 15.4 35
75-80 8 17.6 32
80-85 8 17.6 30

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight in kg

approximate

case weight in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 14 30.9 84
70-75 14 30.9 70
75-80 14 30.9 56
80-85 14 30.9 47

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 3.5 7.7 22
70-75 4.5 9.9 22
75-80 6 13.2 20
80-85 5.5 12.1 18
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doyenné du comice (1 layer) 
50 x 30 x 10 cm

standard pallet structure
Cartons height layers

160 total 20 stacks 8 cartons

standard pallet structure
Crates height per layer

88 total 11 stacks 8 crates

doyenné du comice 
Fruitmasters Crate

approximate 

diameter

approximate

case weight 

in kg

approximate

case weight 

in lbs

Count per

carton / size

65-70 12 26.5 72
70-75 12 26.5 59
75-80 12 26.5 49
80-85 12 26.5 41

doyenné du comice 4 
4 piece foodtainer

doyenné du comice Bag 
1.5 kg fruitbag
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contact  

address: 
Deilseweg 7
P.O. Box 222, 
4190 CE Geldermalsen
The Netherlands

telephone:
0031 - (0)345 578 800

Fax:
0031 - (0)345 578 803

e-mail:
info@royalfruitmasters.com

internet:
www.royalfruitmasters.com

notes:

01/2015
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